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Great local experiences
to discover

”We can get acquainted with a land even by learning from a book, but the
experience got on the spot means ever so much more.”

Dear Guests! Dear Readers!
On behalf of the Local Government of Zalaegerszeg I respectfully and
warmly greet the Readers of our tourist publication with the thought of
Zoltán Moys, director of the homeland cultural and tourist magazine
program titled „Hazajáró”, and encourage you to think over his words,
then look up this booklet and set out, discover the county town of Zala
nestling in the north-eastern corner of Göcsej hills.
The cultural and natural values, the unique gastronomy and the hospitable inhabitants of the settlement
surrounded by vineyards, forests can be a pleasant and refreshing experience, occupation for everyone
even if he/she arrives from the far corner of the country or is a provincialist local resident.
The knowledge of our history and traditions is essential for the viable present and the predictable future,
therefore our town bestows great care upon preserving the memory of the events which determined the
lot of our ancestors and the settlement. Our museums are worth to visit not only for their articles, since the
events organized within their walls intertwine the past and present, traditions and modernity. On the shore
of Gébárti-lake the visitors can familiarize themselves even with folk crafts, but – if they like – they can have
unsurpassed water experiences, as well. Unique natural wonders, hiking routes of different level of difficulty,
amazing view, theatrical and musical cavalcade, unforgettable flavour experience, a number of sporting
facilities – the offer of a settlement that is proud of its natural and created values.
Nowadays the recreational travels, getting away from the daily routine play a more and more considerable
role in our life. There were considerably changes in tourism in the last decades and Zalaegerszeg town does
not neglect the trends, the needs of the travellers. According to our motto we want to make our settlement
not only the town of the past and present, but even the one of the future.
Browse these columns, the webpage www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu, then get up and start out! Get to
know the sights, values of Zalaegerszeg and we offer this brochure to it, including all important information,
program supply.
I wish you, dear Readers a pleasant pastime full of content, and a good fun!
Zoltán Balaicz
mayor
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Three museums with one ticket
Göcseji Village Museum, the first open-air ethnographic museum of the country, settled
around the backwater of river Zala crossing the town and an old water mill, that is open
for the visitors since 1968, can be found in Zalaegerszeg. A 19th century village of Göcsej
has been reconstructed by using the elements of the collection originated from nearly 30
settlements of Zala, where we can see several hundreds of furnishings. The houses of
mud walls with thatched roof can be rambled in a charming natural environment.
The Hungarian Oil- and Gas Industrial Museum (with the same entrance as the above
one) lying next to the Village Museum on an area of 30 thousand square meters, which is the second largest
outdoor technical museum of our country, and the second among the most considerable hydrocarbonindustrial ones in Europe, is similarly exciting. The exhibitions show the history of the Hungarian petroleumand gas-industry. Further rarities can be seen in the building of the museum in Wlassics street.
The building of Göcseji Museum, the former savings bank’s palace, that was built in 1890 in eclectic style,
nowadays lives the time of reconstructions and currently it gives home for the works of János Németh
ceramist, Kossuth- and Munkácsy Prize winner, Artist of the Nation, which are characteristic ones originated
from the folk traditions of Göcsej region. By the professional assistance of the museum the Memorial Place
of the Victims of Communism can be visited on Tuesdays, at Mártírok street 5.
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Leisure Complex at Gébárt
At the largest artificial lake of Zalaegerszeg, on the shores
of Gébárti-lake we can find a lido, a thermal spa and even
an aqua park only some kilometers far from the town centre.
Walking paths cross the area around the lake, a lido and a
campsite operating all year round with apartmanhouses
made of log are located on its peninsula.
The largest wave pool of our country can be found in the AquaCity Waterslide- and Adventure Park, that
awaits the lovers of water experiences of any ages in summer with a water surface of 6 000 m2, several
pools, slides, water- and land attractions.
Next to the water paradise the vaulted, domed structure of the Thermal Spa of Zalaegerszeg – built in a
unique style - offers a wonderful view. At the weekends on Friday and Saturday evenings the natural light
of the building is replaced by a light therapy lighting with more than 10 000 electric bulbs shining in millions
of different colours, making unforgettable the time spent here.
The three fun pools with the water of 33-36 oC and connected with a cascade conceals different waterspoiling facilities, while in the children’s castle a rainbow-slide and water toys are waiting for the little ones.
A further sight of the area is the Gébárti House of Craftsmen with a specialty, that the building was set up
by the members of the Zala County Folk Art Association by themselves. The one who is interested in folk
crafts and would like to try making potteries, blacksmithing or wood-carving can pop in the all year round
open crafts house. Both groups and individual visitors are welcome and the masters introduce them into
the secrets of folk wearing- and jewel preparation, weaving, felting. In summer there is a possibility to join in
creative camps. The house, that was opened in 1983, is going to be renewed and enlarged by an exhibition
area in these days.
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Green experiences
Zala is a county with one of the highest rate of forests in the country, it is a hilly region tempting to wander.
The area called Alsóerdő lying in the southern part of Zalaegerszeg is the most important tourist spot of
the environs.
The active pastime lovers are waited by pleasant walking paths, educational trails, forest tourist routes
which can be visited on foot or even by bike.
At the end of the forest we can find the „Aranyoslapi” spring, that is an important memento in the history
of the town, since it has already been mentioned in a deed dated in 1381.
The Azalea Valley is the most significant tourist area in Alsóerdő, which is like a jewel-box of the town in
springtime, and became one of the natural wonders of Zala county in 2010 due to the votes of the general
public. Some decades before rhododendrons have been planted in the valley - called also Fox or Snake
Valley -, that has a particular micro-climate. The plant collection consisting of five species bursts into flower
in May. Mainly jellow coloured azaleas, rhododendrons are blossoming with a wonderful smell, so the valley
is named after them.
”Being tower-high above is the best” – it is said about the 95 m high TV-tower standing above Azalea Valley
on the hilltop of Bazita, in which a panorama cafe is operating from spring to autumn in the height of 53 m.
The amazing view of the town and the hills of Zala can be seen from the bar or the open terrace below it
in each hours of the day. In clean weather one can see even the volcanic remnant hills of Ság and Somló,
and the range of the Alps. The tower of Zalaegerszeg is one of the three TV-towers which can be visited in
Hungary.
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Discover it!
In Csácsbozsoki Arboretum lying at the eastern entrance of the town, along the main road No. 76 on
an area of 83 hectares, we can find all tree species of the country. The valley and clearing running north
and south offers a spectacular view. A clear water spring rises in the valley that is varied by bushes and
rhododendrons, and we can see the near hills from here. The aim of the natural value having a local
importance is preserving its flora and fauna, besides providing a place for relaxation and recreation.
We can discover the town actively, as well! On the route of Ravines (Horhosok útja) one can wander three
hiking routes of different difficulty levels, thus the hiking and cycling tourists can discover the values of
Csács.
A lookout tower waits the tourists and local ones hiking on Jánkahegy. The establishment offering a
wonderful panorama can be found on the top of ”Jánkahegyi Gyuri Csárda” (an inn), and can be visited by
the public free of charge all year round.
Not far from the lookout tower can be found the Calvary of Jánkahegy. The belfry set up between the
two world-wars has been rebuilt by the collaboration of the proprietors and inhabitants of the vicinity in
1995-96 – a small chapel has been built next to it and György Hadnagy sculptor has made wooden stationsculptures for the place.

Downloadable
map of the town
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Tower(less)-clock – the only
one tower-clock operating
on the ground
On the occassion of visiting Zalaegerszeg
it is worth to have a look at the rarity, the
tower-clock operating on the ground in
front of Hevesi Sándor Theatre and Griff
Puppet Theatre. The more than 200 years
old mechanism of watch that was the
tower-clock of Maria Magdalena Parish
Church in the past, can be seen now in
operation within a glasshouse, uniquely in
the world. It’s particularly interesting that
it cannot be enrolled in Guinness Book of
Records, because there is not an other
one in the world.

The special collections of the oil industrial
museum
The office building of the Hungarian Oil- and Gas Industrial
Museum located at Wlassics Gyula street also has a rich
collection. We can find here the smallest books of the world,
the oldest miner’s patience bottle of Europe, the smallest
patience bottle of the world, the oldest miner’s flag of
Hungary and last but not least the collection of the
highest number of articles with the portrait of St.
Borbala in the country. The guests can visit also
the memorial room of Dr. Simon Papp geologist
and Vilmos Zsigmondy mining engineer in the
building lying in Páterdomb district of the
town.
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Treasury of adventures
The one who looks for cultural opportunities
in Zalaegerszeg will not be disappointed.
A number of exhibitions and concerts are
held in the Town’s Concert and Exhibition
Hall, that is called „zsini” as a nickname by
the local ones. Its excellent acoustics, the
organ consisted of 2107 pipes, the ideal
size of the auditorium assures a unique
venue. The former synagogue has been
built in 1904 in eclectic style according
to the plans of József Stern. Following
the 2nd world-war it has lost its religious
function. Reviving its memory a permanent exhibition titled ”The remembrance of the Jews in Zalaegerszeg”
has been set up on the first floor.
The high level and entertaining performances of Hevesi Sándor Theatre and Griff Puppet Theatre offer
useful and substantial pastime both for the younger and older ones. In summers the plays performed in the
framework of the theatre, music, dance programme of Quarter-House offer a high quality entertainment in
the open-air theatre.
The visitors of Zalaegerszeg can be the eye- or ear-witnesses of a number of outstanding national and
international events, where each age-groups can find entertainments on their taste.

Gastro-tip:
tastes and flavours of Zala
The specialities of Zala cuisine have a considerable
history. The one who tastes our flavoured meals will
have a lasting gastronomic experience. Our hosts offer
domestic-like flavours, such as the prósza (johnnycake), dödölle (potatoe dumplings), cabbage with
beans, strudels stuffed with pumpkin and poppy-seeds.
The delicate products of the local producers can be
bought on the Market Place and in the market hall,
occassionally the lovers of culinary pleasures are invited
to thematic programs (strawberry-day, ratatouille- and
tomato-day, pigsticking, etc.) combined with tasting.
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Remembrances of Mindszenty
József Mindszenty (originally: Pehm), archbishop of Esztergom, the last
prince-primate of Hungary has served as a titular abbot for 25 years in
Zalaegerszeg, therefore a number of buildings are attached to him, a place,
a garden and a school is named after him.
The two-steepled Maria Magdalena parish church rises in the centre
of the town. It has been built by the initiative of the former landlord of the
settlement, Márton Padányi Bíró bishop of Veszprém and his successor,
Ignác Koller between 1747 and 1769. The Pieta statue – that originally
stood on a high stone-pedestal at the end of the main street of the town
- is superior among the art treasures of the interior of the baroque church.
That’s why the current Kossuth Lajos street was called Fehérkép (Whitepicture) street at that time. A plaque
and a statue treasures József Mindszenty’s memory next to the church. The place, named after Mindszenty
in front of the church has a pleasant atmosphere due to the statue of the Holy Trinity, that was set in 1810.
The frescos of the baroque style parish church and the main altar-piece with Maria Magdalena, the patron
saint of the town – that can be seen even in the coat of arms of the town – were painted by Johann Ignaz
Cimbal Austrian painter. The fresco painting master’s two initials can be seen on the main altar: one of them
has been found recently, during the restoration and is hidden behind the altar, while the other one can be
found on the huge fresco, on a part of the rock.
The Heart of Jesus parish church has been built by the
initiative of József Mindszenty titular abbot in 1925-26 in
remembrance of blessed Charles IV, the last Hungarian
king. The abundantly decorated tower of the church of
neo-baroque style stands on the right side of the facade.
A neo-baroque cloister building is connected to it, in which
Franciscan friars performed and perform the leadership
of the parsonage. The Mindszenty-garden has been
established and opened in 2016 next to the church, in
which we can find a Mindszenty-statue and the Stations of
the Cross strengthening the sacral feature of the place and
helping the religious absorbing.
A new museum will be built in the near future in the
neighbourhood of Göcseji Museum in honour of the
memory of József Mindszenty, furthermore the connecting
complex cultural and religious tourism developments will be
implemented, as well.
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With the power of freshness
The sport played a considerable role in the life of the town,
that is proved by the title „Sport-Town of the Nation” which
was provided for Zalaegerszeg in 1996.
The modern indoor and outdoor sport facilities of the town
host domestic and international sport events of high rank.
The pride of the town is the ZTE Arena that was renewed
according to the requirements of the 21st century, besides
we can witness better and better results also in our ice
hall. The most popular branches of sport are basketball,
football, playing skittles and chess.
Due to the green characteristic of the town, the guests
coming to Zalaegerszeg can find also the active recreational
opportunities over and above the popular branches of
sport.
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